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Section D: Providing for Effective Systems of Intergovernmental Financing

10.1. Introduction
Countries everywhere are undertaking reforms to enhance economic

and social development. Reforms are aimed at facilitating economic
growth and employment generation though the private sector,
complemented by public sector reforms to improve governance and
public service delivery. The various public sector management reforms
have focused on reengineering, privatizing, and decentralizing the
government in an attempt to improve the efficiency and accountability
of delivering public services.

The ongoing decentralization reforms are focused on: improving
public service delivery efficiency and accountability; promoting a more
equitable distribution of services and resources across each country;
and on enhancing more accountable and responsive governance. By
bringing key public expenditure decisions closer to the people,
governments are attempting to empower communities to more actively
participate in the prioritization, implementation and monitoring of
government expenditures, so as to encourage more efficient, accountable
and transparent public resource management related to the design and
delivery of public services.

These various decentralization reforms involve a combination of
political, administrative and fiscal components. Political accountability

10
Strengthening the Revenue  Side

Professor Roy Kelly
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mechanisms, along with administrative institutional capacities and
clearly defined fiscal responsibilities and resources are essential for
success. On the political side, LGs must have mechanisms for being
responsive to their local residents.35  On the administrative side, LGs
must have capacity to plan, budget, deliver and account for government
services. On the fiscal side, LGs must have clear expenditure
responsibilities and revenue options, including appropriate, locally owned
revenues; and access to intergovernmental transfers; as well as clarity
on sub-national borrowing options. These political, administrative and
fiscal components need to be designed, implemented and integrated to
provide the framework for the implementation of successful, sustainable
decentralization reforms.36

Successful fiscal decentralization hinges on effectively integrating
the four pillars of fiscal decentralization; namely, the allocation of
functions across various government levels, the allocation of revenue
responsibilities and the design of the intergovernmental transfer system
and an appropriate sub-national borrowing policy. There is general
agreement among decentralization experts that ideally ‘finance should
follow function,’ implying that governments must clarify the expenditure
responsibilities for each level of government before determining the
financing structure and mixture of revenues and intergovernmental
grants and the ability to borrow.37 Additionally, these various reform
components must be sequenced and appropriately tailored to the
country—specific context, to maximize the chances for successful
achievement of the reform objectives.38

A key requisite for decentralization success is the adequacy of
revenue resources to fund the expenditure responsibilities allocated

35 Local Governments refer to all levels of sub-national governments such as provinces, states, districts,
cities, towns, communes, and villages. As required, this chapter will refer to specific levels of local
government in terms of revenue responsibilities for policy and administration.
36 J. Boex and S. Yilmaz. 2010. An Analytical Framework for Assessing Decentralized Local Governance
and the Local Public Sector. IDG Working Paper. No. 2010-06.
37 World Bank. 1994. The Reform of Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations in Developing and Emerging
Market Economies. USA;  R. Bahl. 1999. Implementation Rules for Fiscal Decentralization.Andrew
Young School of Policy Studies Working Paper Series. No. 99-01; W. Oates. 2005. Toward a Second-
Generation Theory of Fiscal Federalism. International Tax and Public Finance, 12. pp 349-373.
38 R. Bahl and J. Martinez-Vazquez. 2006. Sequencing Fiscal Decentralization. World Bank Working
Paper.
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to LGs. These revenue resources typically come from a combination
of user charges, local taxes, shared taxes and intergovernmental
transfers. The exact mix of the financing structure and amounts
needed varies by country and time, depending on the nature and the
extent of the expenditure responsibilities assigned to each level of
government.39

Decentralization finance in most countries is heavily dominated by
intergovernmental transfers and shared taxes. LGs in most developing
countries tend to rely on 60–80% of these CG revenue transfers, while
local own revenues—which can include both user charges and local
taxes—tend to be quite small.40  Striking the appropriate balance and
structure of central transfers and local revenues is a major challenge
for these decentralization reforms.

Intergovernmental transfers/shared taxes and local own revenues
each play important, yet distinct, roles in fiscal decentralization.
Intergovernmental transfers/shared taxes are structured to address
vertical and horizontal fiscal imbalance within countries. In addition to
strong political objectives, intergovernmental transfers and shared taxes
can be designed to assist in balancing vertical funding needs between
the CG and LGs; to achieve horizontal equity among LGs of various
expenditure needs and fiscal capacity; to improve the delivery of national
priority merit goods; and to compensate for inter-jurisdictional spillovers,
among others.41

Local own revenues, although often small, are equally critical to
support decentralization reforms by enhancing local autonomy, gover-
nance accountability, ownership and responsibility, while providing an

39R. Bahl and R. Bird. 2008.  Subnational Taxes in Developing Countries: The Way Forward. Public
Budgeting & Finance, Winter 2008; R.Bird. 2011. Subnational Taxation in Developing Countries: A
Review of the Literature. Journal of International Commerce, Economics and Policy. 2 (1), pp.
139-161.
40L. Schroeder and P. Smoke. 2003. Intergovernmental Fiscal Transfers in Asia: Current Practice
and Challenges for the Futurein P. Smoke, and Y.H. Kim, eds.  Intergovernmental Fiscal Transfers:
Concepts, International Practice and Policy Issues. Manila: Asian Development Bank;  R. Bahl,
and R. Bird. 2008. Subnational Taxes in Developing Countries: The Way Forward. Public Budgeting &
Finance.Winter 2008; World Bank. 2005. Subnational Own-Source Revenue: Getting Policy and
Administration Right. Washington DC.
41R. Broadway and A. Shah. 2009. Fiscal Federalism: Principles and Practice of Multiorder
Governance. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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important source of additional funding (at the margin) for local budgets.
Ultimately, it is the combination of CG revenues, along with local
revenues, which provide the resource envelope needed to fund LG
services. Although CG transfers and shared taxes dominate, governments
everywhere recognize the importance of local own revenues to ensure
decentralization, governance, autonomy and accountability objectives.
Governments are therefore exploring options to implement appropriate
local revenue policy and administrative reforms to enhance local revenue
mobilization.

Constraints and obstacles to greater local revenue mobilization are
numerous. These constraints and obstacles emerge from political,
institutional and administrative problems from within both the CG and
LGs. Therefore, reform measures must necessarily incorporate a
comprehensive approach, which addresses the political and institutional
environments of both the CG and LGs.

Reform measures must ensure that CGs assign LGs adequate and
productive local revenue instruments, and give the necessary discretion,
along with accountability constraints, to influence the tax policy and
revenue administration (at the margin). Reforms must be structured to
reduce excessive CG direct and indirect interference. They must also
be structured so as to overcome any CG administrative apathy towards
creating a proper balance between appropriate CG intervention, and
CG support of LGs needed to encourage local revenue mobilization.
For example, intergovernmental transfer and shared taxes must be
structured to minimize disincentives for mobilizing local revenues, while
the CG must be constrained from intervening with ad hoc policy changes
and/or administrative regulations which can dramatically discourage
LG revenue mobilization.

Reform measures must also be undertaken to create an enabling
environment to empower LGs to effectively enhance local governance
and improve local public service delivery. Strengthened local political
legitimacy and credibility will better enable LGs to work with their
residents to mobilize additional local revenues needed for identified
local expenditure priorities. In addition, various political and institutional
reforms must be undertaken to build up local administrative capacity
and to mobilize the local political will needed to effectively levy, collect
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and enforce against non-compliance. It is the successful combination
of these various central and local reforms, which will provide the
framework for improved local revenue mobilization.

This chapter focuses on these local own revenues, with particular
attention on the property tax as the primary source of potential
and sustainable LG revenues. The chapter is divided into five
sections. Following the introduction, section 2 outlines the theory and
practice of revenue allocation across government levels and examines
various ways of structuring revenues to support local autonomy and
fiscal decentralization. Section 3 focuses on the Indonesian reform
experience in structuring its local own revenue system. Section 4
examines the property tax devolution process in Indonesia under Law
Number 28 (2009). Section 5 concludes with recommendations for the
way forward.

10.2. Theory and Practice of Revenue Allocation
Theory and international practice argue that most tax bases are

better levied and administered at the CG level.42 In general, lower level
governments should raise revenues from those revenue bases with lower
mobility and those with clear benefit linkages to local services. However,
most other taxes should be allocated to the CG. Countries therefore
allocate international trade taxes, VAT, the personal and corporate
income taxes, and typically natural resource taxes to the CG level.
LGs at the provincial or state levels usually are allocated taxes such as
motor vehicle taxes, and sometimes retail sales taxes and personal
income taxes, while lower level LGs are usually allocated property
taxes and other less mobile tax bases.43 Excises are often given to all
levels of government, with those at the LG applied to tax bases with

42P. Musgrave and R.A. Musgrave. 1989. Public Finance in Theory and Practice. New York:
McGraw Hill; World Bank. 2001. The Tax Assignment Problem: Conceptual and Administration
in Achieving Subnational Fiscal Autonomy. Washington DC, pp 1-21.
43International experience does vary considerably—with the federal countries often granting corporate
income and individual income taxes to provincial/state levels (e.g., US and Canada). In the US,
some LGs also impose an individual income tax (often a payroll tax) (e.g., New York, Philadelphia).
Scandinavian countries allow LGs to apply individual income taxes. Most developing countries
keep the income taxes at the central government level, but may allow for piggy backing (levying a
surcharge).
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relatively low mobility and with less ability for tax exporting (e.g.,
hotel rooms, entertainment, restaurants, etc.). In addition, theory and
practice encourage all levels of government to apply user charges as
appropriate.

Taxes can be structured to give various levels of autonomy and/or
control depending on which government level is given the authority to
define and choose the base, the tax rates and administer the taxes. As
Table 10.1 indicates, local revenues can be divided into those which
give no local autonomy; those which provide limited local autonomy;
and those which provide local autonomy.

Table 10.1. Classification of Local Taxes by Degree of Central Versus
Local Control

Source:  Author

Level of Autonomy Tax Policy / Administration Characteristics 

No Autonomy Tax sharing / revenue sharing, with central administration 

Limited Autonomy 

 

Tax sharing, with joint administration  

Central Government sets tax rate of “local revenues,” but with some local level 
administration responsibilities  

Autonomy 

 

Local taxes/revenues where LG sets tax rate, but often within centrally permissible 
ranges  

Local taxes/ revenues where LG determines tax base  

LG responsible for revenue administration with/without joint administration 

Tax Surcharge with / without joint administration  

S A th

Let us consider these three levels of local autonomy/local control
as they relate to the allocation and structure of revenues:

10.2.1. No Local Autonomy

This can occur when the CG controls the revenue policy and
administration, with no policy discretion and administration role given
to LGs. This occurs under a system of shared taxes or general revenue
sharing where the CG will allocate a portion of a central level tax to
LGs or under a system of general revenue sharing where the CG may
allocate a portion of a central level revenue pool to LG. Shared taxes
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are those which are levied by the CG, which also controls the policy
(base and rate) and administration.

LGs are given a share of the tax revenues, sometimes even up to
100%. Under shared taxes, LGs have no direct influence/control and/
or accountability over the tax revenues received, over the tax base, tax
rates, and/or administration.44 The property tax in Chile is an example
where the CG sets the tax rate, tax base and administers the tax as a
shared tax, with revenues given to LGs based partially on derivation
and partially on formula. LGs do not participate in the policy or
administration, but only receive the revenues.

10.2.2. Limited Local Autonomy

This can occur when the CG may delegate some administrative
functions to the LG. Thus, through participation in administration,
LGs may be given sufficient autonomy/control, albeit often very limited,
to affect the level of revenues received—even under a shared tax system.
Limited autonomy also occurs when the CG sets the tax rate for ‘local
revenues’, thus taking away LG discretion to influence the tax rate
while still allowing LG power to administer the tax.

In both these cases, the LG is given some limited local autonomy
by being empowered with the potential to influence the level of revenues
through active or inactive participation in some key administrative
functions. The Property Tax in Indonesia, prior to Law Number 28
(2009), was such an example where the CG set the tax rate, tax base
and relied on a system of limited joint administration, with revenues
given to LGs based on derivation and formula. LGs did participate,
albeit in a very limited way, in the administration of the property tax,
and thus potentially had some (limited) influence on the revenues
generated. LGs in Indonesia were given partial responsibility for
delivering tax bills and providing taxpayer services and information on
tax payment. LGs also were involved somewhat during the field data
fiscal cadastre updating process.

44 A system of “shared taxes” is sometimes referred to as ‘financial decentralization’, a system which
decentralizes revenues, in contrast to a system of ‘fiscal decentralization’, a system which decentralizes
the responsibility and authority to LGs to levy taxes on defined tax bases either solely or jointly with
the CG.
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10.2.3. Local Autonomy

This can occur when a LG is given the ability and discretion to
directly influence the amount of revenue collected through having a
degree of discretionary control over tax rates and/or the tax base and/
or revenue administration. Having some control of the tax policy and
administration increases local autonomy but also enhances LG
accountability for the taxes levied on its residents. This said, however,
it is possible for LGs to have a great deal of autonomy even while
maintaining a nationally mandated tax base and outsourcing either part
or all of the tax administration.45 The critical issue is that the tax
revenues accrue to the LG and that the LG can affect the tax revenue
amount at the margin by changing the tax rate. LGs must be accountable
and responsible for officially ‘levying’ the tax and affecting the amount
of the tax levied and collected, not just for ‘receiving’ revenues from a
tax.46

Many property taxes operate as local taxes where the LG has
some control of the tax rates (often within limits) and the tax base
(often with options to provide limited exemptions) as well as
responsibility for at least some of the administration functions (e.g.
North America, South Asia, Philippines, Indonesia after Law 28). Other
property taxes operate as local taxes with the tax rate fixed in national
law, but with administration under the LG (e.g. Latin America and
many transitional countries).47

Given the importance of local autonomy, discretion and
accountability to the achievement of the decentralization objectives, it
is important to consider options as to how a country can strategically
shift from a centrally-controlled revenue structure to a more locally-

45J. Mikesell. 2007. Developing Options for the Administration of Local Taxes: An International
Review. Public Budgeting & Finance. 27 (1), pp. 41–68.
46 Under these definitions, local taxes include those ‘piggyback’ taxes where LGs are allowed to
impose a surcharge on a national tax base. Although the CG defines the tax base, levies their own tax
rate on that tax base and administers/collects the tax, the LG has the discretion to levy an additional
surcharge (tax rate) on that same base, and then have the central government collect the additional
tax and remit those collected revenue to the LG. These piggyback taxes provide LG discretion and
accountability and revenues while reducing overall administrative and compliance costs.
47 R. Bird and E. Slack. 2004.  International Handbook of Land and Property Taxation.
Northhampton, MA: Edwar Elgar.
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controlled revenue structure. What are the strategic options for a
country to devolve revenue powers in order to promote and support
greater local autonomy and fiscal decentralization? Let us explore
those options.

There is common agreement that fiscal decentralization requires
the assignment of appropriate revenue instruments to LGs—the exact
mixture of which varies across countries—but which typically includes
a combination of user charges, property taxes and location-specific,
benefit-related taxes, along with selected excises, personal income taxes,
payroll taxes, general sales taxes and business taxes.48 These revenues
need to be adequate, with sufficient discretion and autonomy given to
LGs to influence the amount of collected revenue at the margin.49

Agreement on the definition of adequacy and level of needed discretion
may not be clear in the literature, but suffice to say that the discretionary
revenues should be sufficient enough to allow flexibility at the margin
for LGs to influence the efficiency and accountability of expenditure
choices. Regardless of the magnitude needed, this implies a necessary
shift from revenues with no local autonomy to revenues with a higher
degree of local autonomy and control.

There can be a progression of revenue allocation and revenue
structures, which can increasingly support decentralization, as countries
move from a system of complete central control to one of increasingly
greater local control. Increased local autonomy and discretion, with
accountability, can emerge as countries shift from pure central taxes
—where all tax policy and administration is under CG control—to
variations of tax sharing with joint administration, local surcharges
and/or local own revenues.

As indicated in Figure 10.1 countries can move to reduce central

48World Bank. 2003. User Charges in Local Government Finance. Washington, DC; World Bank.
2003. Local and Regional Revenues: Realities and Prospects. Washington, DC.
49 These local own revenues are a necessary but not sufficient condition for successful decentralization.
The imperative is that local governments must be able to control the mobilization of these local
revenues “at the margin”. That is, local governments must be able to mobilize the discretional dollar
to have the power to affect the amount of collected revenues in order to reach the accountability and
efficiency objectives of decentralization. Local governments must be given the discretion to raise
additional revenues, but also must be fully accountable to the local residents for the levying of
these local revenues, how these revenues are mobilized and how these and all local resources are
spent.
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government control and increase LG autonomy and control. Each
incremental movement provides LGs with increased responsibility and
discretion within nationally-set bounds to influence the amount of
revenues collected. These various stages, however, are not necessarily
sequential, meaning that a country can move directly to devolve an
existing central tax to become a local revenue, without the need to
progress incrementally first to a shared tax, to a local surcharge stage
and then ultimately to a local own revenue, respectively. In other cases,
if shifting from a tax sharing regime to a local tax regime may be
considered too radical, a country may opt for moving to a tax sharing
regime with joint administration or to a local surcharge option with
joint administration, as appropriate.

In the case of the property tax in Indonesia under Law Number 28
(2009), the Government took the option to shift the rural and urban
property tax from being a shared tax with joint administration, directly
to a local own tax with full local administration, while keeping the

Figure 10.1. Typical Stages for Decentralizing Local Revenues

Source: Author
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property tax on estates, forestry and mining remaining as central shared
taxes. The Law devolved the property tax uniformly to all LGs
structured as a local own revenue with administration responsibility,
where LGs are allowed the option to delegate/outsource most
administrative functions to third parties, as appropriate.

In some countries, the property tax is structured slightly differently,
even in cases where the property tax is devolved to LGs as a local tax.
In these cases, LGs are given tax rate discretion (perhaps within limits)
and often some discretion on granting exemptions on the tax base; but
the administration is structured as a joint administration model. This
joint administration model delegates in law and government regulations
certain administrative functions to various levels of government in
order to take advantage of economies of scale, capacity, and equity
concerns, among others.

Theory and international practice suggests that property tax
administration should not necessarily be assigned completely to the CG
or LG levels, but, as with all public sector functions, the administrative
functions need to be ‘unbundled’, identifying specific sub-administrative
functions which can be assigned and structured based on such principles
as economies of scale, economies of scope, taxpayer proximity,
government accountability and responsiveness, and as well as
government preference. The ultimate assignment of these administrative
functions should be based on a careful analysis of cost and benefits,
considering options across levels of government and/or across public
and private sector alternatives, always cognizant of overall efficiency
and equity criteria. In Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, and Jamaica,
for example, many of the property valuation functions are given to the
central or state government level, while all other property tax
administration functions are given to the LGs. In fact, a majority of
countries use some degree of joint administration for the fiscal cadastre
functions while relying on local administration for the treasury
functions.50

In some countries an asymmetric approach may be needed, allowing

50 J. Martinez and M. Rider. 2008. The Assignment of the Property Tax: Should Developing Countries
follow the Conventional Wisdom. GSU Working Paper. 08–1.
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some LGs to administer the property tax under a local administration
model and others to administer the property tax under a joint
administration model. This may be the option in Indonesia so as to
allow LGs to take advantage of economies of scale and capacity
constraints, especially in those less-urbanized, rural LGs, which have
less revenue potential and less local capacity to fully administer the
property tax. This option will be further discussed in a later section of
this paper.

Countries typically enable LGs access to local own revenues
through either an ‘open list’ or a ‘closed list’ system. Under an open
list system, LGs are allowed to levy revenues not specifically reserved
for other levels of government within general limits and restrictions. As
intended, this open list approach provides wide discretion to LGs,
empowering them to introduce new local tax structures and freely raise
their own revenues with few limitations. Under a closed list system,
LGs are only allowed to levy taxes and charges on those tax bases
listed as assigned to LGs, restricting LGs from levying taxes and
charges on other revenue bases. Under a closed and open list system,
countries can provide some limited flexibility to propose alternative
taxes and charges, which must be approved by the central government
on an exception basis.

Unfortunately the ‘open’ list approach, in providing a high degree
of local discretion, often does so without a sufficient level of
accountability and control, thus providing strong incentives for the
introduction of nuisance taxes and/or highly distortionary taxes, which
can adversely affect equity and economic growth.51  To avoid these
incentives, many countries are moving towards adopting a ‘closed list’
of allowable local revenues from which a LG can choose. For example,
in 2003, Tanzania introduced amendments to the Local Government
Finances Act of 1982 to switch to a closed list approach; while Indonesia
in 2009 replaced Law Number 34 (2000) with Law Number 28 (2009)
to reintroduce a closed list approach.

51R. Bahl,  et al. 2005. Development of a Strategic Framework for the Financing of Local Governments
in Tanzania:FinalReport. http://www.tzonline.org/pdf/developmentofastrategicframework
forthefinancing.pdf; B. Lewis. 2003. Property Tax in Indonesia: Measuring and Explaining Adminis-
trative (Under) Performance. Public Administration and Governance Reform. March 2011.
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To ensure successful achievement of decentralization objectives
under the ‘closed list’ approach, countries must ensure the inclusion of
sufficient revenue instruments on the limited ‘closed list’, with sufficient
LG discretion, which can have potential for generating stable and
buoyant local revenues (e.g., property taxation, appropriate local excises
and business taxes).52 This was done in Indonesia, which reintroduced
the ‘closed’ list approach under Law Number 28 (2009), this time
including local access to the rural and urban property tax and to the
property transfer tax.

Indonesia had traditionally followed a ‘closed list’ approach,
including Law Number 18 (1997) which was passed just prior to the
2001 Decentralization Reforms. However, Law Number 18 did not
include the property tax as a LG revenue option. Following the Big
Bang decentralization reforms, the Government introduced Law Number
34 (2000), which shifted from a closed list to an open list approach to
provide increased discretion to LGs in support of decentralization.
Under this open list approach, however, LGs were still not allowed
access to property taxes as these taxes already existed as CG shared
taxes. As will be explained, the open list approach led to a proliferation
of nuisance and highly distortionary taxes—as LGs creatively sought
ways to improve their local revenues. In reaction to the problems
resulting from Law Number 34 (2000), the government shifted back to
a closed list approach, but this time devolved the rural and urban
property tax (Pajak Bumi dan Bangunan/PBB) and the property
transfer tax (Bea Perolehan Hak atas Tanah dan Bangunan/BPHTB),
giving LGs access for the first time to potential revenues from property
taxation.

Once specified, under either an open or closed list approach, the
local revenue instruments made available and/or utilized must be
designed and implemented to mobilize revenues in an efficient and
equitable manner while cognizant of administrative feasibility and
political acceptability.53 Although the theory on tax design and

52World Bank. 2005. East Asia Decentralizes: Making Local Government Work. Washington DC.
53R. Bahl and R. Bird. 2008. Subnational Taxes in Developing Countries: The Way Forward. Public
Budgeting & Finance. Winter Edition.
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implementation is applicable to all countries, the fine art of reform is
in knowing how to creatively adapt the theory to the local situation
to ensure an appropriate design and strategy to facilitate the
adoption, implementation and sustainability of the revenue reform
process. This is the essence and challenge for the success of all major
reforms.

Within the context of this theory and practice of revenue assignment,
let us now turn to explore in more detail and try to learn from the
experience of Indonesia within the last 15 years with the allocation of
revenues to LG levels, with emphasis on Law Number 28 (2009)
which established a closed system of revenue assignment, that, for the
first time, provided LG access to the rural and urban property tax and
the property transfer tax.

10.3. Local Government Revenue Assignments in Indonesia
The Government of Indonesia has long recognized the importance

of enhancing local revenues (Penerimaan Asli Daerah/PAD) to
strengthen local autonomy and accountability. Prior to the
decentralization reform in 2001, the government had enacted Law
Number 18 (1997) to strengthen/ rationalize the LG revenue structure.
Immediately following the “Big Bang” decentralization reforms, the
Government passed Law Number 34 (2000) to tackle some limitations
inherent in Law Number 18 (1997) and provide greater discretion to
LGs. And most recently, the government passed Law Number 28 (2009)
on Sub-National Taxation and Charges.

Law Number 28 (2009) replaced Law Number 34 (2000) on Sub-
National Taxation and Charges, which had provided an open list
approach to the assignment of local own revenues, an approach which
had allowed LGs to levy new taxes/charges through local regulations,
if consistent with principles mentioned in the law and not denied a
separate CG review process. Although perhaps well intentioned, to
support the decentralization process, this open list system under Law
Number 34 (2000) led to a proliferation of local taxes, which increased
the complexity of the LG tax structure, introduced unintended economic
distortions on investment, location and consumption decisions, and
created many nuisance taxes, where the cost of administration was
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greater than the revenue generated.54

To correct these problems, the government enacted Law Number
28 (2009) with the stated objective of further supporting the Indonesian
decentralization reform by:

• Empowering sub-national governments through providing local
autonomy and discretion with accountability. Tax rate limits
were increased and LGs given discretion to choose local tax
rates, thereby increasing local autonomy and downward
accountability to local resident taxpayers;

• Enhancing potential local autonomy through providing access
to more productive local taxes and charges (including property
taxation), increasing tax rate limits, giving tax rate discretion
policy and shifting administrative responsibility to the
provincial and local levels; and

• Improving sub-national tax administration efficiency through
establishing a closed list approach to defining the system of
local taxes and charges. Law Number 28 (2009) simplifies
local taxation and limits both PGs and LGs to only 16 taxes
and 30 charges, allowing LGs to focus their administrative
resources on key productive local revenues, including property
taxation.55 The law provides for the provision of a collection
incentive system to be determined through national regulation.

Law Number 28, through its inclusion of the property taxes,
represents a major policy change in support of decentralization, giving
LGs full access to the range of revenues which theory and international
best practice confirm should be assigned to LGs. As Table 10.2 indicates,
Law No. 28 provides PGs access to five taxes while LGs (kota and
kabupaten) are given access to 11 taxes. Of particular significance are
the inclusion of the property transfer tax (BPHTB) and the rural and

54 B. Hofman and K. Kaiser. 2002.  The Making of the Big Bang and its Aftermath: A Political
Economy Perspective. Paper presented at the Conference on Can Decentralization Help Rebuild
Indonesia, Georgia State University, May 1–3 2002.; B. Lewis. 2003. Tax and Charge Creation by
Regional Governments Under Fiscal Decentralization: Fiscal Outcomes. Bulletin of Indonesian
Economic Studies. 42 (2); B. Lewis and B. Suhamoko. 2006. Local Tax Effects on the Business
Climate. Investment Climate in Indonesia. McCulloch, N. (Ed.) Institute for South East Asian  Studies.
55 Law Number 28 (2009) limits the number of local taxes but Article 100 does allow LGs to introduce
additional user charges through a MOF review/approval process.
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urban land and building tax (PBB) for LGs, as these taxes had
historically to date been implemented as CG shared taxes.56

An analysis of the three revenue laws reveals some trends in
provincial and local taxes as the decentralization process has been
implemented. As indicated in Table 10.3 the types and number of
regional taxes at the provincial level have not varied substantially over
time. The province has taxed and continues to impose a combination of
property-related taxes on vehicles (e.g. the annual motor vehicle tax
and the transfer tax on motor vehicles ownership) and sales taxes on
motor vehicle fuel and surface water. In 2009, the provinces were
given access to the cigarette tax.57  At present, there are five provincial
taxes, essentially two property related taxes and three sales taxes on
sales/consumption which include the one tax on surface water (natural
resource).

In contrast, there are many new taxes made available to the Kota
and Kabupaten LGs. Beside the seven original local sales taxes (e.g.
the sales tax on restaurants, hotels, entertainment, advertisements, street

Table 10.2. Provincial and Local Taxes as per Law No. 28 0f 2009
Provincial Level Taxes Local Level Taxes (Kota / Kabupaten) 

1. Motor Vehicle Tax 
2. Tax on Transfer of Motor Vehicle 
3. Tax on Motor Vehicle Fuel  
4. Surface Water Tax 
5. Cigarette Tax 

1. Tax on Hotel 
2. Tax on Restaurant  
3. Tax on Entertainment 
4. Tax on Advertisement 
5. Street Lighting Tax 
6. Tax on Parking 
7. Tax on C Category Minerals 
8. Water Tax 
9. Tax on Bird Nest 
10. Land and Building Tax (PBB) (urban and rural) 
11. Tax on Transfer of Land and Building (BPHTB) 

 
L N 28 f 2009Source: Law Number 28 of 2009

56 These two property taxes (PBB and BPHTB) had previously been designed and implemented as
central level “shared” taxes. The CG was responsible for the tax policy (base and rates) and for the
tax administration. The property tax revenues were then shared between central, provincial and
local governments. Although the rural and urban property taxes are being devolved to LGs, the
property taxes on estates, forestry and mining continue to be implemented as CG shared taxes.
57 Currently, the cigarette excise is a CG shared tax, with 2% of CG excise tax revenues on cigarettes
going to regional governments, of which 0.6% goes to provincial level based on population and
0.8% goes to provinces where revenue is derived and 0.6 % goes to other Kabupaten/Kota within the
province. By 2014, the PG will be given a cigarette tax, which will be levied as a uniform percentage
of 10% of the existing cigarette excise revenues to be allocated by population.
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lighting, parking and non-metal mineral and rock—it was a “C” category
mineral previously), Law Number 28 (2009) grants LGs four new
taxes, including two property taxes (rural and urban PBB and BPHTB)
and two new sales taxes—one tax on ground-water, which was
transferred from the PG level, and one levied on swallow nests. In
total, the Kota and Kabupatens have access to 11 local taxes.

Table 10.3. Comparison of Provincial and Local Tax Structures over Time

Source: Kelly and Gyat, 2011

No. Law Number 18 
(1997) 

Law Number  34 (2000) Law Number  28 
(2009) 

Comments related to 
Law Number 28 (2009) 

Provincial Level Taxes 

1 Motor Vehicle Tax  Motor Vehicle and Sea 
Vessel Tax  

Motor Vehicle Tax  The tax base continues 
to include sea vessels. 

2 
Motor Vehicle 
Transfer of 
Ownership Tax  

Motor Vehicle and Sea 
Vessel Tax Transfer of 
Ownership Tax 

Motor Vehicle Transfer 
of Ownership Tax  

The tax base continues 
to include sea vessels 

3 Motor Vehicle Fuel 
Tax  

Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax No Change 

4 
Surface and 
Ground Water Tax 

Surface and Ground 
Water Tax 

Surface Water Tax 

 

Surface water tax 
remains a provincial tax. 
The ground water tax 
was transferred to LG. 

5 NA NA Cigarette Tax New Provincial level tax 

Local (Kota / Kabupaten) Taxes 

1 NA NA Rural and Urban 
Property Tax (PBB P2)  

Transferred from CG to 
LG  

2 NA NA Property Transfer Tax 
(BPHTB) 

Transferred from CG to 
LG 

3 Hotel and 
Restaurant Tax  

Hotel Tax Hotel Tax No Change 

4 NA Restaurant Tax Restaurant Tax No Change 

5 Entertainment Tax Entertainment Tax Entertainment Tax No Change 

6 Advertisement Tax Advertisement Tax Advertisement Tax No Change 

7 Street Lighting Tax  Streets Lighting Tax Street Lighting Tax No Change 

8 NA Parking Tax Parking Tax No Change 

9 Bahan Galian C Bahan Galian C Non-Metal Mineral and 
Rocks Tax 

No Change 

10 NA NA Ground Water Tax Transferred from PG to 
LG 

11 NA NA Swallows Nest Tax New Tax in Law of 2009 
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Provincial and LG taxes are now under a closed list tax system
again, which provides LGs with a fixed menu of taxes that can be
adopted as provincial/local taxes, but, unlike the previous open list
system, prohibits PGs and LGs from imposing any other new taxes.
Instead, they are encouraged to optimize the effectiveness of the specified
taxes by improving accountability, administration and procedures, as
well as administratively broadening the specified tax bases.

The available taxes included in the closed list are quite urban-
biased, with taxes levied largely on tax bases that tend to be located in
urban areas—such as hotels, restaurants, entertainment facilities, and
advertisements.58 The property tax also tends to support the urbanized
LGs, since urban properties tend to have higher values and therefore
will generate more revenues than those located in rural areas. The
three exceptions, being less urban biased, may be the ground water
tax, the tax on non-metal mineral and rocks and the swallow nest tax.
However, the potential revenues from these three latter taxes may be
quite small.

Over time, there have been a few local taxes, which have been
divided into two separate laws in the hopes of improving efficiency and
effectiveness in administration. For example, the underground and
surface-water taxes were separated, with the surface-water tax remaining
at the provincial level and the ground-water tax being shifted to the
LG. At the local level, the hotel and restaurant tax was divided into a
separate tax for hotels and a separate tax for restaurants.

Finally, there were some new taxes which were given to the
provincial level and to the local level. The cigarette tax, previously
structured as shared revenues, was given to the provincial level. At the
same time, the two property taxes (PBB and BPHTB) were given from
the CG to the LG and the LG was given a new tax on swallow nests.

All provincial level taxes are structured as provincial level shared
taxes, where revenues are divided between the provincial level and the
local level governments. For example, the motor vehicle tax is shared
(30%) with the kabupaten/kota level, based on principles of equality.
The proceeds from the provincial cigarette tax are shared (70%) with

58 Mahi (2002) argues that all local taxes tend to benefit urban areas more than rural areas due to the
nature of the local tax base.
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the LGs, with the further stipulation that these cigarette revenues must
be earmarked at least (50%) to finance public health services and law
enforcement by the competent authorities.

Until the passage of Law Number 28 (2009), the basic allocation
of revenues to PGs and LGs had varied only slightly over time. By
passing Law Number 28 (2009), the Indonesian Government made two
major changes; first, by reintroducing the closed list approach; and
second, by taking the bold decision to devolve the rural and urban
property tax and the property transfer tax to become local own revenues
for the Kota and Kabupaten governments. Reintroduction of the closed
list approach helped to reduce the damaging effects from the excessive
proliferation of nuisance and highly distorted taxes to the economy.
Shifting the property taxes to LGs now gives LGs a credible, potential
source of local own revenues to support local autonomy and
accountability. Let us now turn to better understand this property tax
devolution experience, its challenges and prospects.

10.4. Property Tax Devolution in Indonesia
With the enactment of Law Number 28 (2009), the Government of

Indonesia has taken a bold decision to shift the property taxes from
being CG shared taxes to becoming LG own revenues. In line with
theory and international practice, this shift provides LGs with a broader
base of potentially stable and buoyant LG revenues, which can further
support decentralization objectives. Through the devolution of these
property taxes, Law Number 28 gives the Kota and Kabupaten
governments responsibility and discretion to determine property tax
rates, valuation exemptions and tax relief measures; and assigns LGs
the full responsibility for property tax administration. This empowers
them with the potential to mobilize substantial local own revenues
within the framework of improving services to the public and ensuring
local autonomy.

Law Number 28 stipulated a transition period of one year for
BPHTB and four years for PBB, to allow LGs sufficient time to
assume responsibility for these property taxes. Thus BPHTB was shifted
to LGs in 2011 and PBB is to be shifted to LGs by 2014. The law
provides that the CG will no longer be able to collect these property
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tax revenues after these deadlines, while LG are given the option to tax
or not to tax these property tax bases, depending on revenue yield and
LG policy decisions.

It is important to understand the historical context of the property
tax reforms within which the current property tax devolution reform
was made more easily possible. The current property tax devolution
reform follows a fundamental property tax policy and administrative
reform which began in 1986, with the passage of PBB (Law Number
12 (1985).59 The PBB law consolidated seven different property taxes;
shifted the  tax basis from a rental value to a capital value system;
simplified the tax rate structure; and introduced the basis for the
development of an integrated property tax administration management
system.60  The property tax also continued to be structured as a CG
shared tax allocating 90% of collected revenues to the LGs.

The passage of the PBB Law marked the beginning of a series of
reforms, which would serve to lay a strong foundation for the current
property tax devolution. Following passage of the PBB Law, the
government adopted an innovative ‘Collection-Led’ property tax reform
strategy, which introduced the payment point collection system (Sistem
Tempat Pembayaran/SISTEP). The SISTEP system was fully
implemented throughout Indonesia by 1992, enabling the banking sector
to efficiently receive and properly account for tax revenues. This SISTEP
system significantly simplified revenue collection; improved
accountability; reduced compliance and administration costs; and
provided a delinquency list for enforcement purposes. This allowed the
government to enforce against noncompliance for the first time, in
1991, with an historic property seizure—the first property seizure for
property tax delinquency since Indonesian independence in 1945. Tax
collection efficiency rose from an average of 65% to 79% of the
assessments following SISTEP’s first year of implementation.
Substantial progress was made in those early years of administrative

59 See Kelly (1993, 2004), McDermott and Gyat (2009) and Lewis (2003) for historical details on
the 1985-1994 “collection-led” property tax reform in Indonesia, emerging challenges and
opportunities.
60 PBB was structured as a shared tax allocating 10% to the CG, 9% for collection costs, 18.2% for
provinces and 62.8% to the Kota and Kabupaten levels. In 1994, the CG 10% was restructured to be
allocated to LGs.
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reform, through capturing property information, improving property
valuations and streamlining the revenue collection systems.61

Complementing these successful collection reforms, the government
introduced a computer-based property tax administration management
system (Sistem Manajemen Informasi Obyek Pajak/SISMIOP) which
integrated newly-developed, rationalized administrative procedures with
information processing technology to comprehensively manage all
aspects of the fiscal cadastre, valuation, billing, collection, enforcement,
and taxpayer service. This involved introducing a unique property
identification number (Nomor Objek Pajak/NOP), along with various
standard operating procedures (SOPs) for property tax administration
related to property information (pendataan), valuation (penilaian),
assessment (penetapan), collection (penerimaan), enforcement
(penagihan), appeals and dispute resolution and taxpayer service. These
SOPs were linked through the computer-assisted SISMIOP computerized
property tax administration system, which was essentially rolled out
nationwide by 1994.62 By the end of 1994, the PBB property tax
structure and administration was modernized as an integrated property
tax administration system. These SISMIOP property tax administration
system and procedures are now being used nationwide by the regional
tax service offices (Kantor Pelayanan Pajak/KPP) to administer the
property tax with the full set of functionalities needed for property tax
administration. This SISMIOP-based property tax administration system
and procedures has been in operation for over 15 years managing the
various property tax administrative functions. The challenge now is to
identify options to adapt the existing property tax administrative system
and procedures to the LG environment, modifying the various business
processes and standard operating procedures and the SISMIOP IT
system as needed.

In 1994, the government introduced three policy adjustments. First,
the 10% CG allocation was shifted to LGs, with 35% uniformly
allocated to all LGs as an ‘equalization’ component, and 65% as

61R. Kelly. 1993. Property Tax Reform in Indonesia: Applying a Collection-Led Strategy. Bulletin
of Indonesian Economic Studies. 29 (1). pp 1–21.
62 R. Kelly. 1996. The Evolution of a Property Tax Reform in Indonesia, Information Technology
and Innovation in Tax Administration. Jenkins, G. (Ed.) Kluwer, Cambridge, MA.
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incentive payment for a LG to achieve their mandated revenue targets.
Although the property tax remained a central shared tax, the revenue
sharing ratio shifted 100% of revenues going to LGs. Second, the
valuation deduction increased from Rp 7 million to Rp 8 million, and
switched from one based only on building value to one based on the
total land and building valuation and to one applied only once for each
taxpayer.63 Third, the uniform assessment ratio was changed to one
differentiated by property value and sector. High value urban properties
over Rp 1 billion began using a 40% assessment ratio, which effectively
doubled their statutory tax rate. Subsequently in 2000, the 40%
assessment ratio was also applied to all rural properties over Rp 1
billion and to all estate and forestry properties.

In 1997, the government enacted Law Number 21 on Right
Acquisition over Land and Building Tax (Bea Perolehan Hak atas
Tanah dan Bangunan /BPHTB), hereafter referred to as the property
transfer tax. The BPHTB was also structured as a shared tax, allocating
80% of revenue to LGs.

During the ‘Big Bang’ decentralization reforms in the early 2000s,
there was intense debate on how the property taxes could be restructured
to support the decentralization process. The first challenge was how to
creatively enable a greater LG involvement in policy and administration
and how to build local administrative capacity to implement the property
tax in an efficient and equitable manner. The second challenge was
how to overcome the strong political and institutional inertia of the
property taxes as a CG shared revenues, administratively controlled by
a centralized property tax administration under the Directorate General
of Taxation, Ministry of Finance. In the end, there emerged no unified
agreement among the divergent stakeholders; thus property taxes
remained as CG shared revenues, with only a minor change in tax
policy in 2001 to grant LGs discretion to set the valuation deduction

63 The original valuation deduction was only on buildings because the policymakers in 1985 felt that
everyone who owned land should ‘participate in development’ by paying at least a token amount
through the property tax. Given the uncertainty in land titles, citizens preferred to pay the property
tax in order to have a property tax receipt that provided evidence of ‘indicative ownership’, especially
for low value property under customary ownership (Hak Girik). The policy change in 1994 for the
first time exempted low value land from the property tax.
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threshold up to a maximum of Rp 12 million.64

Against this long historic legacy and while overcoming the political
and institutional resistance to change, through the implementation of
Law Number 28, the government took the extremely bold policy decision
to transform the property taxes from central shared revenues to become
local own revenues confirming the government’s serious commitment
to support sustainable fiscal decentralization.

This decision to shift the property tax from a shared tax to a local
tax should not be considered the initiation of a new property tax
reform per se but rather the initiation of a decentralization empowering
reform which involves transferring a previously reformed, integrated
property tax and administration system from the central to the local
level. The reform focus now is not to ‘re-create’ a property tax
administration system, as the fundamental system reforms were
completed from 1988–1994; the current reform focus is on how to
relocate this comprehensive, integrated system and procedures from
the CG to LGs, making any appropriate adjustments and modifications
as needed. This property tax devolution reform is now focused on
empowering LGs to make policy choices, adapting property tax
administration systems and procedures as needed to the LG environment,
developing local capacity needed to administer the property taxes and
ensuring the proper set of incentives to encourage LGs to fully utilize
the property tax potential to generate sustainable revenues.

With Law Number 28, the policy and legal structure for devolving
the property taxes is now in place. The government reform now is
focused on aspects of practical implementation—providing the overall
reform guidance, technical assistance and capacity building, developing
the local level legal and regulatory framework, monitoring the adoption
of local regulations, facilitating local level implementation and
monitoring the results. The reform support team under the Directorate

64Granting the LG power to set the valuation deduction was essentially a token gesture in support of
the decentralization process, a policy decision that could only potentially decrease property tax
revenues rather than increase revenues. The real policy discretion could have been given to LG to
differentially set the assessment ratio within limits which could have increased real LG autonomy
and control of the property tax, essentially turning the central shared tax into a type of local surcharge
system (Kelly, 2004).
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General of Fiscal Balance, Ministry of Finance, is operational.
Socialization seminars have been held, along with ongoing consultative
meetings among the key stakeholders at the policy, technical and
institutional level. Supporting CG guidelines have been issued to guide
LGs in the preparation process of assuming responsibility for the PBB
and BPHTB.65 CG guidelines have been issued to support the
implementation of the PBB and BPHTB.66 And various interim measures
have been put into place to coordinate the transfer of technical and
operational systems, information, and capacity from the Directorate
General of Taxation to the LGs over the transition period.

As of January 2011, the BPHTB ceased being a CG shared tax,
with full responsibility transferred to LGs. As expected, the ongoing
transition is faced with various experiences, challenges and success
stories as the necessary LG laws and regulations are being finalized
and adopted to legalize the transfer of policy and administrative
responsibility. Although the experience surely varies by LG, some
preliminary information from a few LGs from West Java seem to
indicate that BPHTB revenue collections are exceeding planned targets
as well as exceeding actual collections from the previous year. Indeed
the BPHTB revenue collections in those 26 LGs have increased several
times the amount of revenues collected during the same period of the
preceding year.67  Although further analysis is needed to identify the
trends and lessons from the adoption of the BPHTB, it appears that the

65 Government of Indonesia. 2010. (SKB No. 213 Year 2010) and Permendagri No. 56/2010 on
Technical Guidance on Institutional Structure.
66 ”Pedoman Tata Cara Pemungutan Bea Perolehan Hak Atas Tanah dan Bangunan (BPHTB)”
(Government of Indonesia, MOF, 2010) which included a draft Regional Regulation (PERDA),
Regional Head Regulation (PERBUP/PERWAL), and technical specifications for the computers
needed to run the NJOP-retrieval software for verifying the BPHTB transaction values. These BPHTB
guidelines were issued to help facilitate LGs prepare their own regional regulations and appropriate
administrative systems. Subsequently a similar Pedoman was prepared to be issued for the PBB,
once again to support LGs in taking on the responsibility for the policy and administration of the
PBB.
67 This Ministry of Finance (2011) information is only indicative and may not be representative as it
comes from a small sample of 26 LGs only from West Java based on revenues collected from January
to March 2010 and January to March 2011. These data indicate an average increase of about 5
times in BPHTB revenue collections. Further analysis should be undertaken to identify the nation-
wide trends and lessons, controlling for such factors as LG location, size, and LG type (Kota or
Kabupaten).
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shift of the BPHTB to become local own revenue is generating the
expected results.

Although some start-up transitional challenges were anticipated,
there was general consensus that the BPHTB would be relatively easy
for LGs to absorb into their current administrative structure since the
BPHTB is administered on a ‘self assessment’ basis. Taxpayers are
required to declare the property market value (Nilai Pasar Objek Pajak/
NPOP) as the tax basis and to self-assess the tax liability owed to the
Government. The law allows LGs to use the property sales value
(Nilai Jual Objek Pajak/NJOP) as the minimum basis for calculating
the BPHTB liability, to audit the declared NPOP by the taxpayer and
to adjust the market value with penalty for under or misreporting.
BPHTB administration procedures in general were similar to those
administrative procedures used for such local taxes as the hotel tax,
the entertainment tax and the restaurant tax. The initial experience
with the devolution of the BPHTB appears to be moving in the right
direction.

The government naturally focused initially on supporting the
BPHTB, since that tax needed to be shifted to LGs by January 2011.
Law No. 28, however, provided a longer transition time—up to January
2014—for the transfer of the rural and urban property tax, recognizing
that the PBB devolution would be more complicated. There are many
administrative functions related to PBB processes and taxpayer services
which do not currently exist at the local level. These PBB-related
systems, procedures and related capacity related to property information
data collection, property valuation, tax assessment and distribution of
tax bills, revenue collection, enforcement, appeals, and arrears
management must be transferred and adopted by the LGs.

Because of wide differences in PBB revenue potential and
administrative capacity among the 490 LGs in Indonesia, the government
identified the need to classify LGs into several groups/clusters in order
to design an appropriate implementation strategy for devolving the
PBB to LGs.68 These revenue and institutional variations suggest the

68 B. Sitepu. 2010.  Fiscal Decentralization in Indonesia: The Important Role of Local Revenues.
Presentation to 2nd Conference on Local Government Financing in San Fernando, La Union.
Philippines, 8 –10 November.
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need for an asymmetric approach and strategy to ensure the smooth
implementation of the PBB devolution process. As identified in Section
2 of this paper, the effective combination of the joint administration
and local administration model of local administration will facilitate
the successful devolution of the property taxes in Indonesia, as further
elaborated below.

What are these LG groups/clusters? As Table 10.4 indicates, the
first cluster includes those few highly urbanized LGs which tend to
have higher value properties occupied by higher income individuals
with the ability to pay higher property taxes. These 30 most urbanized
LGS account for 70% of PBB revenues. The second cluster includes
the 100 medium-urbanized LGs, which are expected to have high
potential for increased property tax revenues. They currently account
for about 20% of the PBB revenues. The third cluster includes the 360
less-urbanized/more rural LGs which account for only 10% of PBB
revenues. These third cluster LGs tend to have numerous properties
with lower property values and tend to have lower income residents
with a resulting lower ability to pay.

Table 10.4. Profile of LGs in Indonesia for Property Tax
Devolution Strategy

LG Group No of 
LGs 

% of 
LGs 

% of PBB 
Revenues 

Cluster 1. Highly Urbanized LGs 

These large LGs with have strong PBB revenue bases and stronger 
institutional, human resources and systems capacity. They are expected 
to adopt the PBB from 2012 onwards. 

30 6% 70% 

Cluster 2. Medium Urbanized LGs 

These LGs, with smaller but strong potential for further urban growth 
(secondary urban centers). These have tremendous potential for property 
tax revenue growth, but do with wide variation in institutional, human 
resources and systems capacity. They are expected to adopt the PBB 
from 2012/2013 onwards.  

100 20% 20% 

Cluster 3. Less Urbanized LGs 

These LGs have historically low PBB revenue collections and less 
apparent potential for PBB revenue growth. The PBB is these LGs are 
currently administered by KPP jointly with other LGs for reasons of 
economies of scale and LG capacity issues. They are expected to adopt 
the PBB (if they choose to) from 2014. 

360 74% 10% 

Total 490 100% 100% 

Source: Kelly, et al, 2011, p. 25.
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Although all LGs should be able to enhance downward
accountability through implementing the property taxes, it is expected
that only the highly-urbanized LGs and medium-urbanized LGs will be
able to achieve any significant increases in property tax revenues which
can support enhanced local autonomy. The remaining highly rural,
non-urbanized LGs are expected to face major challenges to mobilize
substantial revenue from the property tax. However, it is anticipated
that many of these LGs may still be able to significantly improve their
revenue collections as LGs take ownership and responsibility for
mobilizing their own local revenues for development.

In designing a property tax devolution support strategy, it is
important to be cognizant of these three groups, recognizing the
achievable objectives, the importance of designing cost-effective
administrative systems and procedures, and the specific type of needed
institutional and technical support. The strategy for the more urbanized
LGs (Cluster 1 and 2) should logically focus on increasing local revenue
autonomy, while enhancing downward accountability; while the strategy
for the highly rural, non-urbanized LGs (Cluster 3) should logically
focus more on enhancing downward accountability while trying to
maximize net property tax revenues through minimizing property tax
administration costs. These three distinct clusters of LGs, with very
unique characteristics, argue strongly for the need to adopt an
asymmetric approach to supporting property tax devolution—allowing
for the application of the local administration model for Cluster 1 and
2 LGs and the joint-administration model for Cluster 3, as previously
outlined in Section 2.

Although not a direct fiscal issue, all three clusters of LGs should
maintain the property tax records in order to support land tenure rights
and land use planning. The property tax records (including information
from the SPOP and from Buku C) are critical to the preservation of the
customary land rights (Hak Girik) and as supporting documentation
for the issuance of legal land titles. In this regard, it will be critical for
all LGs to adopt the property tax as a way of ensuring that the
property information is maintained for these other social reasons.

To encourage successful adoption of the PBB by all LGs, the CG
will need to be strategic in establishing a framework and set of incentives
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to allow LGs to adopt and implement the PBB in a cost effective,
efficient manner. Differential approaches will be needed to support
each of the three distinct clusters of LGs, with unique characteristics
and requirements to ensure a successful devolution of the property tax
in terms of the needed central level support, regional level support, IT
support and institutional and the capacity development needs within
each cluster.

Not all clusters can devolve all PBB administration simultaneously,
especially those in Cluster 3 and some in Cluster 2. For these the
transfer of administrative functions may need to be implemented in
stages, relying on a joint administration model. For Cluster 1 and some
in Cluster 2, LGs should be able to adopt all the administrative functions
of devolution at once, implementing the property tax under a local
administration model. However, for Cluster 3 and some of Cluster 2, it
would be prudent to provide a joint administration model option so as
to devolve only the appropriate administrative functions, while retaining
some administrative functions at the central government level to take
advantage of the economies of scale and to overcome LG capacity
constraints.

In January 2011, the city of Surabaya became the first LG in
Indonesia to take on the responsibility to implement PBB as a local
own source revenue. As expected, Surabaya, as a Cluster 1 LG,
adopted the local administration model. It will now be important to
monitor the implementation experience of Surabaya to identify the
challenges, opportunities and lessons for subsequent implementation
of the PBB in other LGs, while continuing to explore options to
facilitate a joint administration model for the more rural, less urbanized
LGs.

In January 2011, the BPHTB was transferred to LGs, while the
transfer of the PBB is now in process up to January 2014. With the
devolution of property taxes in Indonesia underway, let us now conclude
by exploring the opportunities to further strengthen local revenues
from the property tax in Indonesia.

10.5. Conclusion and Recommendations
Local government revenue reforms in Indonesia have rationalized
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the revenue taxonomy, shifted to a ‘closed’ list system with the inclusion
of property taxes for LGs, and focused on both policy and administrative
reforms. The foundation which has been laid should enable LGs to
dramatically increase their own source revenue mobilization, thereby
increasing LG autonomy and accountability.

The recent reforms introduced under Law Number 28 (2009) open
the way for LGs to dramatically improve LG own revenues. PGs and
LGs now have access to a combination of property-related taxes
(recurrent property taxes and property transfer taxes), selective sales
taxes on consumption of goods and services and various charges.
Previously the exclusion of the property tax as a local tax was the one
major anomaly in the Indonesian local revenue taxonomy. With the
passage of Law Number 28 (2009), the local taxation system in
Indonesia is now made largely consistent with the theory and
international practice of revenue assignment.

With the general policy and administration framework now in
place to enhance own source revenue mobilization, all LGs must now
focus on the fundamentals of revenue administration such as identifying
the tax base; capturing relevant tax base information; maintaining tax
registries; valuing properties; levying taxes; issuing and delivering tax
bills; collecting and accounting for tax collections; auditing self-assessed
tax returns; taking action against non-compliance; handling appeals
and dispute resolution; and providing taxpayer service. Priority must
now be placed upon improving implementation through mobilizing
strong local political will, building technical and operational capacity,
enhancing taxpayer service/education and improving overall revenue
administration.

Theory suggests that, where possible, tax administration functions
should be structured to minimize costs and take advantage of economies
of scale and overcome local capacity constraints. International experience
identified two general models for managing local revenue mobilization,
namely, a local administration model or a joint administration model.
Under a local administration model, LGs are responsible for all
administrative functions but may outsource those functions to third
parties as appropriate. In contrast, under the joint administration model,
the LG is responsible for certain functions with the option to outsource,
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while other administrative functions are assigned to a higher-level
government and/or third party, in accordance with government
regulations. For example, as identified in section 2, the property
valuation functions in Jamaica, Australia, New Zealand, and Malaysia
are assigned to the Valuer General’s Department at the central or state
level for economies of scale and equity reasons.

As identified in Indonesia, there are three distinct clusters of LGs,
which may need different institutional options to enable successful
implementation of the property taxes. Some LGs (e.g., Cluster 1 and
some Cluster 2 LGs) should be able to assume responsibility and
implement all PBB administration functions under the Local
Administration Model. However, due to capacity and cost effectiveness
issues, many more LGs (e.g., Cluster 3 and some Cluster 2 LGs) may
need to have certain PBB administrative functions administered with
support from third parties.

This latter group of LGs will need a Joint Administration Model
option in order to reduce fixed overhead costs and overcome capacity
constraints. Initially these LGs will need support to implement valuation
and property data functions, mass printing and system support.
Over time, as capacity is enhanced, some of these LGs will be
able to become more actively involved in the fiscal cadastre (data and
valuation) field operations. But these LGs may need a joint
administration model to provide property valuation assistance for many
years to come.

At least for the Cluster 3 LGs, the joint administration model is
critical for the successful transfer of PBB to LGs, helping reduce
overall costs of administration with regards to the maintenance of the
fiscal cadastre system, mass printing and overall systems support.
Even today in these Cluster 3 LGs, one CG KPP is administering
property taxes for several LG jurisdictions, for reasons of economies
of scale. The same need for a joint administration model will continue
even after the PBB is transferred to become a LG own revenue, until
there is a change in the underlying revenue and cost structure and LG
capacity. There seems to be a general recognition that a joint
administration model is necessary, but less agreement on how such a
joint administration model should best be structured, financed and
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regulated so as to maximize support to LGs to implement PBB in the
most efficient and cost effective manner.

Reform sequencing is also critical to ensure proper alignment of
political support, development of institutional, human and system
capacity, mobilization of funding for implementation, taxpayer
socialization, and central and local-level monitoring. The timing of
activities during the transitional period will be critical to ensure highly
visible progress, strong local ownership, and efficient and equitable
revenue collection. The success of the property tax devolution process
cannot be measured purely in terms of increased revenues, but also by
the indicators measuring LG’s level of responsive and accountable
governance, as perceived by residents.

Capacity development is critical at both the CG and LG levels.
Central level capacity must be enhanced to enable CG to provide the
oversight, guidance and support needed to ensure successful transfer,
adoption and implementation of BPHTB and PBB as viable and effective
local revenues. This implies shifting the mindset of CG officials from
being direct implementers to becoming enablers and facilitators. Local
level capacity must also be enhanced to take on the extra policy and
administrative responsibilities, mobilize local political will and build
technical/operational capacity to implement the property tax in an
efficient and equitable manner. Indonesia will need to find creative
ways of overcoming local level capacity constraints through various
combinations, such as reallocating existing human resource between
central and local governments, recruiting specialists with required skills,
and/or building capacity within the existing LG personnel.

The property tax devolution reform is a dynamic process, requiring
careful monitoring, analysis and adjustment over time to ensure success.
While the 2009-2010 preparatory stage has laid out the legal foundation
for the reform process, the immediate transition phase (2011-2014) is
the critical implementation stage for the BPHTB and PBB reform
process. Initial reform field implementation began in January 2011,
with all LGs adopting BPHTB and with Kota Surabaya assuming
responsibility for the PBB. The transition stage now underway will
need strong political support, ongoing technical assistance, and effective
implementation to fully realize the benefits of devolving the property
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taxes to local governments.
The passage of Law Number 28 (2009) demonstrated strong

political commitment to empowering and strengthening LGs with
increased fiscal autonomy, improved local own source revenues and
greater LG accountability to the communities. The legal foundation
has been laid, and implementation is underway. A collaborative and
supportive reform environment will be necessary to best ensure that
LGs get the sustained support needed to successfully implement the
property tax laws. Sustained political will at the highest levels of CG,
in support of the devolution reforms, will be vital for the success of the
reform. Successful implementation of the property tax devolution in
Indonesia will assist in the achievement of the decentralization objectives
of improved governance accountability and improved local public
services.


